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Agenda 
 
Speaker: 
Master Deputy David D. Kopenhaver 
Richland County Sheriff’s Department 
Drug Recognition Expert Instructor 
 
 
 
8:30 a.m.  
Legal Definitions and Applicable Statutes  
We’ll cover commonly used statues like DUI, Felony DUI, DUAC, and Reckless Driving  

 
9:30 a.m.  
Break 

 
9:40 a.m.  
DUI Investigations 
We’ll discuss how law enforcement officers conduct DUI investigations starting with roadside 
interviewing, standardized field sobriety tests, non-standardized field sobriety tests, what are 
Drug Recognition Experts and what do they do. 

 
11:10 a.m.  
Break 

 
11:20 a.m.  
SLED Toxicology   
In this block we’ll talk about legal blood vs medical blood, whole blood vs plasma, and how to 
understand a SLED toxicology report.   
 
12:40 p.m.  
Adjourn 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Understand DUI, Felony DUI, and DUAC statutes

Understand DUI investigations

What is a DRE and what do they do

Understand and translate SLED toxicology reports
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Driving Under the Influence 56-05-2930

It is unlawful for a person to drive a motor vehicle within this 
State while under the influence of alcohol to the extent that 
the person's faculties to drive a motor vehicle are materially 
and appreciably impaired, under the influence of any other 
drug or a combination of other drugs or substances which 

cause impairment to the extent that the person's faculties to 
drive a motor vehicle are materially and appreciably impaired, 

or under the combined influence of alcohol and any other 
drug or drugs or substances which cause impairment to the 

extent that the person's faculties to drive a motor vehicle are 
materially and appreciably impaired.
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Felony DUI 56-05-2945

A person who, while under the influence of alcohol, 
drugs, or the combination of alcohol and drugs, drives a 

motor vehicle and when driving a motor vehicle does any 
act forbidden by law or neglects any duty imposed by 
law in the driving of the motor vehicle, which act or 

neglect proximately causes great bodily injury or death 
to another person, is guilty of the offense of felony 

driving under the influence
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DUAC 56-05-2933

(A) It is unlawful for a person to drive a motor vehicle 
within this State while his alcohol concentration is 

eight one-hundredths of one percent or more. 

Even a traffic cop can understand that
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Reckless Driving 56-05-2920

Any person who drives any vehicle in such a manner as to indicate 
either a willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons or property 

is guilty of reckless driving. The Department of Motor Vehicles, upon 
receiving satisfactory evidence of the conviction, of the entry of a plea 
of guilty or the forfeiture of bail of any person charged with a second 

and subsequent offense for the violation of this section shall forthwith 
suspend the driver's license of any such person for a period of three 
months. Only those offenses which occurred within a period of five 

years including and immediately preceding the date of the last offense 
shall constitute prior offenses within the meaning of this section. Any 
person violating the provisions of this section shall, upon conviction, 

entry of a plea of guilty or forfeiture of bail, be punished by a fine of not 
less than twenty-five dollars nor more than two hundred dollars or by 

imprisonment for not more than thirty days.
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Inference Levels in South Carolina

.000-.050 Not under the influence of alcohol

.051-.079 No inference is made, but may be used with 
other evidence.  

.080 and above it may be inferred the person is under 
the influence of alcohol
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Roadside DUI Investigations

What do we see?  

What do we smell?

What do we hear?
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What do we see?

What do their eyes look like?

What does their face look like?  

Do we see bar bands, hand stamps, or anything else that 
would have us believe they were at a drinking 

environment? Open containers?
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What do we smell?

“ I smelled the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage 
coming from his breath”  

Cover up odors

Bodily fluids

Burnt or raw marijuana 
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What do we hear?

Admission of drinking

Slurred speech

Inconsistent answers

“I’m just trying to make it home”
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Medically Qualifying the Person

“Do you have any physical impairments?”

“Are you wearing glasses or contacts”
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Standardized Field Sobriety Tests

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN)

Walk and Turn (WAT)

One Leg Stand (OLS)
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Non Standardized Tests

Finger to Nose (FTN)

Modified Romberg 

Manual Dexterity

Alphabet or Counting 
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What is HGN?

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus is the involuntary jerking of 
the eyes as they move side to side.  
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47 types of nystagmus

Neural 

Caloric
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What is a Drug Recognition Expert?

A Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) is a law enforcement 
officer who has advanced training in the detection of 

people under the influence of drugs other than alcohol.  

Must be a class One LEO, hold a current SFST and DMT 
certification, apply and be selected for the course, pass 

the 16 hour Pre School (80%) (SFST Proficiency), 72 hour 
DRE school, 12 training evaluations, final knowledge 

exam.  
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12 Step Drug Influence Evaluation

Breath Test

Interview of the Arresting Officer

Preliminary Exam

Eye Examinations 

Divided Attention Tests

Vital Examinations 
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12 Step Evaluation (Con’t)

Dark Room Exam

Muscle Tone

Injection Sites

Statements 

Opinion

Toxicology 
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Medical Blood vs Legal Blood

Medical blood is a blood drawn by a medical facility of 
medical purposes.  If it’s for medical purposes, it’s to get 
a ball park idea because they need to know how drugs 

with react with ETOH. 

Legal blood is drawn for legal purposes….either under 
implied consent or a search warrant.  
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Whole Blood vs Plasma 

Plasma is whole blood that’s centrifuged and red blood 
cells, white blood cells, and platelets removed

Plasma is usually 16%-25% higher than whole blood

Average conversion rate is 1.14 (1.12-1.25) 
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Retrograde Extrapolation 

A way to estimate a person’s BAC 

Average person metabolizes ETOH at 0.015%/hour

So…..  .07% blood draw two hours after arrest = ?
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Understanding Toxicology Reports 

See handouts
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Dave Kopenhaver

Email:   dave@i2drivingsolutions.com

Cell: 843.729.6810

www.i2drivingsolutions.com

mailto:dave@i2drivingsolutions.com
http://www.i2drivingsolutions.com/









